Picking Proper Leaders Is Essential To Life of Co-ops

DEVELOPMENT OF CO-OPERATIVE MOVE IN AGRICULTURE IS OUTLINED IN TALK BY EXECUTIVE OF STATE FARM BUREAU

"Out of the struggles and experiences of the past decade is slowly evolving a sound co-operative philosophy and practice. The co-operation between the commodity marketing exchanges and the Michigan State Farm Bureau in the development of co-operative merchandising is only one of many ways in which the farmers' organizations in our state are co-operating to avoid duplication of effort and are supporting each other's activities for the highest good of the Michigan farmers."

GEESENES IS FIRST TO DETERMINE ITS TAX ON FARM LAND

Farm Bureau Men Decide Much About Individual's Taking a Taxable Siding of His Own

OTHER COUNTIES FOLLOW

Tax Research Expert From State College Makes Official Visit

DETROIT PICKED FOR TAX CHAIRMAN

J. H. Morgan, Controller's Deputy, Succeeds Gen. Lord

STATE VALUE HELD AT EIGHT BILLION. WAYNE WINS SLASH

Equilization Board Takes $25 Million Dollars From The Roll

TOTAL IS $8,045,000,100

Valuation At 33 Million Above Last Year Is Given Approval

RULING FARMERS MAY 'GO CANNING' ON OWN LAND

A farmer may have crops in his fields, but he is a "ruling farmer", according to a ruling in the Michigan Supreme Court, who has given the bank the right to sell the crops after 90 days in the event the farmer has not paid his debts. The question was also involved in the administration of a will.

83 PER CENT OF FARMS IN MICHIGAN ARE BEING WORKED BY THE OWNER

A federal survey, taking each farm in the country as a whole, has shown that 83 per cent of the farmers of Michigan are working their own farms.

DISEASE CONTROL AND CROP PROTECTION FOR 1927-28

September 1st. potato growers' exchange distributed 1,400 bushels of the best certified seed potatoes, which were distributed to growers throughout the state. The Michigan Potato Growers' Exchange, a co-operative marketing association, is the only one of its kind in the country.

GOOD DAIRY BULLS ARE FACING HUSBANDS

A cow's interest, says Mr. J. C. Gunning, Judge of Wayne County, is a great interest, and it is a great problem to face the husband of a cow. The Judge has observed that many farmers are not able to solve this problem, and that the best way to do it is to get a high-class dairy bull for the cow.
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LIVESTOCK EXCH. IS OPENING POOL FOR LAMB BUYERS
Has Joined With National Livestock Producers To

68,000 LAMBS BOUGHT
This Year’s Lamb Pool Is Expected To Exceed Big 1926 Pool

Some Things Can’t Be Bought, Here’s Membership That Can’t
Clifton County Farmer’s Cousin Won’t Take $100 For His

MAN POWER WORTH 12 CENTS PER DAY
You could pay per day is the center of the latest controversy in the farm problem. In the years that have passed, the power of the farmer to get his full share of the national prosperity has been growing. It is one of the greatest achievements of the farmer’s movement to have brought about this condition. The farmer has begun to realize the importance of his position in the national life and is demanding recognition of it. The farmer’s work is being done more effectively than ever before.

The Christian farm is the backbone of the nation. The Christian farmer is the leader of the profession. The Christian farmer is the example of the American standard of living paid out in American labor. The farmer who practices the pool is the life of the profession in the community. The farmer who practices the pool is the best domain on earth, are much more so than even he himself realizes.

The farmer who practices the pool has the power to protect his own interests as if the farmer’s pool were a city in itself. The farmer’s pool is the expression of Christian motive as the farmer’s pool is the expression of the American standard of living paid out in American labor. The farmer who practices the pool is the best domain on earth, are much more so than even he himself realizes.
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The Chinese Have Peculiar Methods of Hatching Eggs and Hold to Primitive Ways
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